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Abstract:
Kalam Mir is in fact a cultural marquee of the Mir era in
which many colors of the historical and social life of the
subcontinent are seen. He has the ability to present
life-affirming attitudes and life-affirming moments in a
fiery, sympathetic, and disturbing shawl. He mourned the
loss of his life for the rest of his life. He was saddened by
his relatives, his grief and grief kept him short for the rest
of his life, but he wisely warmed the wounds of his
personal pain and time in his burning liver and gave him
Urdu poetry. His sad eyes were constantly searching for a
way out of his heart. Attitudes of social life, all the secrets
of love and mysticism, different angles of poverty and
dervishes, unique colors of trust and renunciation, many
suns of pain falling in the molds of love and hate. There
are tunnels on the threshold of compulsion, the monster of
hunger and poverty, the growing shadow of sorrows, the
Taj Mahal adorned with the natural colors of life, the
sufferings, the narrow gorges of time, the imprints of
morality, the signs of selfishness and longing., Songs of a
lost and troubled life, comfort and relaxation, betrayals of
beloved, parrot eyes of loved ones, lust for nature, defeat,
and failure of life, despair, and disappointment, sorrow
and depression, pleasures of migration and death,
absorption The most beautiful cultural landscape of Mir
Taqi Mir's poetry is compiled from heartfelt themes such
as comforts immersed in Kiev, religious values and social





traditions, pleasures and many lost pages of Islamic
civilization and history. This article will cover the above
topics.
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